The spin of the nucleon Spin averaged distributions
(DGLAP evolution equations)
• extraction of q(x) and g(x)
q(x) and G(x) well known q(x) = q(x)
• photon nucleon asymmetry
• experimental asymmetry • longitudinal spin structure
• moments • electron beam: 5.7 GeV, 80% polarisation
He target: 40% polarisation • New method for smearing corrections (rad. corr. and resolution)
• Statistical correlations between x bins
• Improvement of integrals in the measured range
• hint for quark orbital angular momentum • Recent AAC03 analysis using all published data except final HERMES • Valence quark distributions well determined, antiquark distribution larger errors 
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PHENIX results • good description of cross section with NLO QCD
• small asymmetries observed 
Collins and Sivers effect
Using a transversely polarized target allows to disentangle Collins and Sivers-Effect. 
